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• Increases in global temperatures will lead to sea-level rise and 
greater weather variability

⇒ implications for human migration

• Myers (2002): 200 million “environmental refugees” until the 
year 2060; 162 million of them due to coastal changes in Asia 
and Africa

However: Highly contested measure since
– people at risk might adapt instead of migrate

– populations might get trapped

– not every migrant from affected areas leaves due to that environment

OBJECTIVES
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• Migration the result of a multi-causal relationship

• Quantitative studies still underrepresented

• Focus on low-lying coastal regions in Africa and Asia
– Particularly exposed

– Large and rapidly growing human population

OBJECTIVES
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STUDY AREAS

Keta, Ghana
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• Erosion rates from 2 to 8m/year
• By the early 1980s, two-thirds of Keta had been 

swallowed up by the sea 
• On top of erosion: tidal waves causing floods

STUDY AREAS

Keta, Ghana
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STUDY AREAS

Semarang, Indonesia
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http://semarang.go.id/cms

Provided by Mr. Helmi, UNDIP

• Coastal erosion, tidal floods, and 
severe land subsidence due to 
groundwater extraction and 
construction works

STUDY AREAS

Semarang, Indonesia
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• Communities were purposefully selected

• Once each community was chosen, households and 
respondents got randomly selected 

• Focus on actual migration

• Interviews with migrants 

and non-migrants

SAMPLING
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• Perceptions (individual level)

– Flood

– Erosion

– Land subsidence (Indonesia)/ storms (Ghana)

• Distance to coast (household level)

• Hazard index (community level)

DATA
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• Van der Geest (2009) : “the underlying causes of migration […] 
will not be mentioned by respondents who are asked about 
their personal motivation to migrate”

• Rather standardized answers (Johnson, 2010)
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ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

• Multi-level model where contextual factors are 
simultaneously considered to isolate the net effects:

• migrationi = α + β environmenti+ γj(community characteristics)ij

+δj (household characteristics) ij+ εj (individual characteristics)ij + ui

• Binary logistic regression (binary dependent variable: 1 = 
Migrant, 0 = Non-Migrant)
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ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Ghana
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ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Ghana
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ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Ghana

• No significant environmental effect in Indonesian subsample
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• Only effect in certain contexts?

ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Moderating 
effects
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• Indirect effect of the environment?

⇒ No evidence in our data

ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Mediating 
effects
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• No generalizable direct or indirect effect of 
environmental change on migration in coastal regions

• However: strong direct impact of storms in Ghana

– Sudden-onset vs. slow-onset changes?

– Very context-specific

• Promote adaptation to environmental change and 
increase the resilience of coastal populations

CONCLUSION
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Thank you! 
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